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Abstract
In 1990 Brualdi and Liu (J. Graph Theory 14 (1990) 483) introduced the concept of gen-
eralized exponent for primitive Boolean matrices. In the study of generalized exponents, we
focus on problems of the following three types: (1) To determine the maxima (namely, the
exact upper bounds) of all kinds of generalized exponents; (2) To characterize the extreme
matrices completely; (3) To determine the sets of exponents (including the existence of gaps
and their distributions). In this survey we will describe respectively the developments of these
problems in recent years.
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1. Problems and definitions
The theory of primitive matrices and their exponents has been investigated sys-
tematically in recent years. It not only has close relationship to many branches of
mathematics, but also has remarkable applications in practice, for example, the rank-
ing problems determined by score vector and the synchronization in the study of
controllability of networks.
We know that, in the theory of finite Markov chains, the ergodicity of transitive
probability and ergodic exponent have natural connection with the local property
of primitive matrices. In the theory of communication, we once considered a
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memoryless communication system, which is represented by a digraph D [1]. Sup-
pose that at time t = 0, k vertices of D each holds one bit of information with no two
of the information bits the same. At time t = 1 each vertex with some information
passes the information to each of its neighbors and then forgets its information. But
it may receive information from another vertex. The system continues in this way. If
D is primitive, it is assured that there is a time at which each vertex knows all k bits
of the information. A natural problem is: how long is the shortest time to do this?
Suppose that the initial k vertices all know the same bit of information, how long
will it take to ensure each vertex knows the information?
In 1990, Brualdi and Liu [1] introduced the generalized exponent. For primitive
digraph D with V = {1, 2, . . . , n}, we introduce the definition of “vertex exponent”
and “set exponent”. It is known that, for any i, j ∈ V , local exponent expD(i, j) [2]
is the least integer m such that there is a walk of length t from i to j for each t  m.
Definition 1.1 (vertex exponent). For i ∈ V , expD(i) = maxj {expD(i, j)}.
Definition 1.2 (set exponent). Let X ⊆ V , expD(X) is the least integer m such
that for each vertex i of D there exists a walk from at least one vertex in X to i
of length m.
Now we are ready to introduce three kinds of generalized exponents.
The first type of generalized exponent, k-point exponent, is defined as follows.
Definition 1.3 (k-point exponent). Let D be a primitive digraph of order n. We
choose to order the vertices of D in such a way that
expD(1)  expD(2)  · · ·  expD(n),
then we call expD(k) the k-point exponent of D (i.e., the kth smallest vertex expo-
nent).
Obviously, expD(n) is the primitive exponent of D. We define
exp(n, k) := max
D
{expD(k)}, k = 1, 2, . . . , n,
where the maximum is taken over all primitive digraphs D with n vertices. It follows
that
exp(n, n) = (n − 1)2 + 1,
which is the well-known Wielandt bound for primitive exponents.
The second and the third kinds of generalized exponent are called the kth lower
and the kth upper multiexponent respectively.
Definition 1.4 (kth lower multiexponent and kth upper multiexponent). Let D be a
primitive digraph of order n and 1  k  n. Then
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f (D, k) := min{expD(X)|X ⊆ V (D) and |X| = k}
and
F(D, k) := max{expD(X)|X ⊆ V (D) and |X| = k}
are called the kth lower multiexponent and the kth upper multiexponent of D respec-
tively.
It is easy to see that f (D, 1) = expD(1) and F(D, 1) = expD(n).
We define
f (n, k) := max
D
{f (D, k)}, k = 1, 2, . . . , n
and
F(n, k) := max
D
{F(D, k)}, k = 1, 2, . . . , n,
where the maxima are taken over all primitive digraphs of order n.
Clearly we have f (n, 1) = exp(n, 1) and F(n, 1) = exp(n, n).
Now we know that, in the above memoryless communication system, if at time
t = 0, k vertices of D each holds one bit of information with no two of the informa-
tion bits the same, the shortest time to disseminate all the initial k bits of information
is expD(k). If the initial k bits of information are the same, the shortest time it takes
for all vertices to know the initial bit information is f (D, k). If we choose the initial
k vertices with some information at random, the shortest time it takes for all vertices
to know the initial bit information is F(D, k).
The three types of generalized exponents can be characterized in terms of net-
works as follows.
Let A be the adjacency matrix of a primitive digraph D of order n, so that A is a
(0, 1) primitive matrix. Let k be an integer with 1  k  n.
expD(k) is the smallest power of A for which there are k rows with no zero entry.
f (D, k) is the smallest power of A for which there are k rows having no column
of all zeros.
F(D, k) is the smallest power of A for which no set of k rows has a column of all
zeros.
In the study of generalized exponents, we focus on problems of the following
three aspects:
(1) to determine the maximum (namely, the exact upper bounds) of all kinds of
generalized exponents;
(2) to characterize the extreme matrices completely;
(3) to determine the sets of exponents (including the existence of gaps and their
distributions).
In the following we will describe respectively the developments of these problems
in recent years.
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2. The exact upper bounds for generalized exponents
2.1. expD(k)
For a primitive digraph D of order n, we have the following useful formulae to
estimate expD(k).
expD(k)  expD(k − 1) + 1, 2  k  n. [1] (1)
Let s be the length of the shortest cycle of D. Then
expD(1)  s(n − 2) + 1. [3] (2)
Suppose that t is the largest out-degree of vertices of the shortest cycle Cs. Then
(2) may be generalized as
expD(1)  s(n − t) + 1. [4,5]
Theorem 2.1 [1]. Suppose that k is a positive integer with 1  k  n. Then
exp(n, k) = n2 − 3n + k + 2.
As a corollary, we have
exp(n, 1) = n2 − 3n + 3. [6]
For special classes, we have the following results:
Symmetric primitive matrices (Sn)
exp(n, k) = n − 2 + k. [1]
Symmetric primitive matrices with odd cycle length r (Sn,r )
exp(n, k, r) =
{
n − 1 + (k − r) r  k  n,
max{n − r+12 +
⌊
k+1
2
⌋− 1, r − 1} 1  k  r − 1. [7]
Symmetric primitive matrices with trace zero (S0n)
exp(n, k) =
{
n − 1, k = 1, 2, 3,
n − 4 + k, 4  k  n. [8]
Nearly reducible primitive matrices (RNn)
exp(n, k) =


n2 − 5n + 7 + k, 1  k  n − 2,
n2 − 4n + 5, k = n − 1,
n2 − 4n + 6, k = n.
[9]
Nearly decomposable primitive matrices (DNn)
exp(n, k) = n − 1. [3]
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Primitive tournaments (Tn)
exp(n, k) = k + 2. [10]
Primitive doubly stochastic matrices (PDn)
exp(n, 1) =


1
4 (n − 1)2 + 1, n ≡ 1 mod 2,
1
4n(n − 2) + 1, n ≡ 0 mod 4,
1
4n(n − 2) − 1,
n ≡ 2 mod 4,
n /= 2, 6,
6, n = 6,
1, n = 2.
[11]
By (2), it is not difficult to estimate exp(n, k) for PDn.
2.2. f (D, k)
For primitive digraph D of order n, we have the following bounds of Dulmage–
Mendelsohn type.
Theorem 2.2 [1]. Let D be a primitive digraph of order n having a cycle of length s
with 1  s  n. Then
f (D, k) 
{
n − k, s  k  n,
1 + s(n − k − 1), s > k.
If k|s, then
f (D, k)  1 + s
k
(n − k − 1). [3,12]
The following conjecture is made in [1]:
f (n, k) = 1 + (2n − k − 2)
⌊
n − 1
k
⌋
−
⌊
n − 1
k
⌋2
k.
For the kth lower multiexponents of special classes, we already have
Sn
f (n, k) =
⌈
(n − k)
/⌊
k + 2
2
⌋⌉
. [1]
S0n
f (n, k) =
⌈
(n − k)
/⌊
k + 2
2
⌋⌉
, [8,13]
Tn
f (n, k) =


3 k = 1, n  4,
2 k = 2, n  4
or k = 3, n  11,
1 k = 3, 3  n  10
or k  3, 4  n  k2k−1 − 2.
[14,15]
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2.3. F(D, k)
Theorem 2.3 [16]. Let D be a primitive digraph of order n with 1  k  n − 1. Then
F(n, k) = (n − k)(n − 1) + 1.
For the kth upper multiexponents of special classes, we have the following results:
Sn
F (n, k) = 2(n − k). [1]
S0n
F (n, k) =


2(n − k − 1), k  n2 ,
2(n − k) − 1, k = ⌈n+12 ⌉,
2(n − k), k  ⌈n+12 ⌉+ 1.
[17]
Sn,r
F (n, k, r) =


2(n − k), r = 1,
2(n − k), r  3, 2k  n + r − 1,
2
⌈ 3n−2k−r−2
4
⌉+ s,
r  3, n − r + 3  2k,
 n + r − 2, where if
3n − 2k − r ≡ 2 mod 4,
s = 1 otherwise,
s = 0,
2(n − k) − r + 1, r  3, 2k  n − r + 2.
[18]
Sdn (symmetric primitive matrices of order n with exactly d nonzero diagonal
entries, 1  d  n)
F(n, k, d) =


n − k, 2  k  2d − n,
max
{
2(n − d − k + 1), 2d − n + 1  k  d+n−12 ,⌊ 2(2n−d−k+1
3
⌋}
,
2(n − k), d+n−12  k  n − 1.
[19]
S¯dn (non-symmetric primitive matrices of order n with exactly d nonzero diagonal
entries, 1  d  n)
F(n, k, d)  2n − k − d. [20]
RNn
F (n, k) =
{
n2 − 4n + 6 k = 1,
(n − 1)2 − k(n − 2) 2  k  n.
DNn
F (n, k) = n − k. [3]
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Tn
F (n, k) =
{
n − k + 3, k = 1, 2,
n − k + 2, 3  k  n − 1. [14]
For the relations of all the three kinds of generalized exponents, we have [14]
(1) If k and x satisfy 1
n
(
n
x
)
>
(
k−1
x
)
, then
F(n, k)  f (n, x). (3)
As an immediate consequence, we know that if x  k − 1 except the case k = n,
x = n − 1, (3) holds.
(2) F(n, k)  exp(n, n − k + 1).
For the conjunction D1 ∧ D2 of primitive digraphs D1 and D2, i.e. matrix A(D1)
⊗ A(D2) (tensor product), Kwasnik [21] proved that
f (D1 × D2, k) = min{f (Di, ki)}, i = 1, 2,
F (D1 × D2, k) = max{F(Di, ki)}, i = 1, 2,
where 1  ki  |Di |, i = 1, 2.
The Boolean rank b(A) for n × n matrix A is the smallest integer k such that for
some m × k Boolean matrix F and k × n Boolean matrix G, A = FG. If A = 0,
b(A) is defined to be 0. Let A = XY , B = YX, b(A) = b. Liu et al. [22] obtained
the following relations between the generalized exponents of A and B.
If Y has no p × q zero matrix, where p + q > b, then expB(k)  expA(k) + 1,
1  k  b.
If X has no p × q zero submatrix, where p + q > n, then expA(k)  b2 − 3b +
k + 3.
If Y has a k × n submatrix which has no zero column, then f (B, k)  F(A, k) +
1, 1  k  b.
If R has no zero columns for any k × k submatrix R of Y , then
F(B, k)  F(A, k) + 1, 1  k  b,
f (B, k)  f (A, k) + 1, 1  k  b.
If every row of Y has at least n − k + 1 1’s, then F(B, k)  expA(k) + 1.
If X has a k × n submatrix which has no 1 × k zero submatrix, then expA(k) 
F(B, k) + 1.
3. Characterization for extreme matrices
To show the above bounds for generalized exponents are best possible, we must
prove they can be attained. The matrices whose exponents assume the bounds are
called extreme matrices. As we construct extreme matrices, we are also faced with
two questions: Are the extreme matrices unique up to permutation similarity? If they
are not, can we give a complete characterization of the set of extreme matrices?
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It is well known that the extreme matrix for primitive exponents of primitive (0,1)
matrices is unique up to permutation similarity, i.e., Wn = (aij ), aij = 1 if j = i +
1, i = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1, an1 = an2 = 1; aij = 0 otherwise. Shao et al. [23] proved:
for exp(n, k) (see Theorem 2.1) the extreme matrix is unique up to permutation sim-
ilarity.
For symmetric primitive matrices, it is showed that [23] the extreme matrix for
exp(n, k) = n − 2 + k is unique up to permutation similarity for 2  k  n, i.e., the
adjacency matrix of the symmetric digraph, as an undirected graph it is a path of
order n with a loop at one of it end vertices. The extreme matrices for exp(n, 1) =
n − 1 are not unique.
Brualdi and Shao [7] characterized completely the extreme matrices for exp(n, k, r)
of Sn,r . We denote Gn,r the symmetric digraph obtained by adding a cycle of length
r at one of the end vertices of a path of order n − r . Then the associated digraph of
extreme matrix is isomorphic to Gn,r if k  2, or isomorphic to Gn,1 or the graph
adding a loop at the other end vertex if k = 1. In addition, they also characterized the
extreme matrices for exp(n, k, r) with different constraints of n, k and r . Zhou [24]
characterized the extreme matrices of exp(n, k) for the class RNn.
Liu and Zhou [25], Neufeld and Shen [5] characterized completely the extreme
matrices for F(n, k) of primitive matrices. The associated digraph of the extreme
matrix of F(n, k) is isomorphic to Wn for 1  k  n − 2 or G(n, r) for k = 1 where
G(n, r) denotes a digraph containing a Hamilton cycle and arcs (s1, 1), (s2, 1), . . . ,
(sr , 1), 1  s1 < · · · < sr  n − 1, r  1, (n, s1, . . . , sr ) = 1. Liu et al. [27] also
give a complete characterized for extreme matrices of F(n, k) of symmetric digraph.
Zhou [28] characterized the extreme matrices of F(n, k) for the class RNn, Shao
[29] for the class Sdn , Shao and Gao for the class S¯dn [20].
4. Determination of the set of generalized exponents
To determine the sets of generalized exponents, there are two aspects to consider:
(1) Whether there is any gap in the range of set of generalized exponents; (2) If there
are gaps, how to determine the distribution of the set of generalized exponents, i.e.,
to find out all gaps.
Let En(k) = {expD(k)|D is a primitive digraph of order n}. Shao et al. [23]
proved that there do exist gaps in En(k), and they pointed out that there is no
primitive digraph of order n with n2 − 4n + 4 + k < expD(k) < n2 − 3n + 1 + k
for n  4. Liu and Zhou [4] proved that there is no primitive digraph of order n
with n2 − tn + 14 (t + 1)2 + k − 2 < expD(k) < n2 − (t − 1)n + t + k − 3 for n 
4 and arbitrary integers t , k. Recently En(k) has been determined in his Ph.D. thesis
by Miao [30].
For F(D, k), Liu and Zhou [25] proved that if 1  k  n − 4, there is no primi-
tive digraph of order n with (n − 1)(n − k) − (n − k − 2) < F(D, k) < (n − 1) ×
(n − k) and if k = n − 2, n − 1, there is no gap in the set of F(D, k). The case k = 3
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was discussed in Zhou [26]. Gao et al. [19] determined the set of F(D, k), D ∈ Sdn
and Shao et al. [20] determined the set of F(D, k), D ∈ S¯dn , which is {1, 2, . . . ,
F (n, k, d)}. Li and Shao [13,17]) proved that there do not exist gaps in the sets of
all three types of generalized exponents for symmetric primitive matrices and for
symmetric primitive matrices with zero trace. Zhou and Shen [33] determined the
sets {expD(k)|D ∈ Tn} and {F(D, k)|D ∈ Tn}.
5. Further extension
Definition 5.1 (condensation digraph). Let G be a digraph. The condensation di-
graph Gˆ is the digraph with vertex set
V = {Fˆ : F is a strong component of G}
and there is an arc from Fˆ1 to Fˆ2 in Dˆ if and only if F1 /= F2 and there is at least one
arc from some vertex of F1 to some vertex of F2 in D.
Definition 5.2 (imprimitive partition). Let D be nontrivial strongly connected di-
graph with period p(D) = p, let v be a fixed vertex of D. Let
Vi = {u ∈ V (D) | |W | ≡ i(modp) for any walk W from v to u},
i = 1, 2, . . . , n.
Then V1, V2, . . . , Vp form a partition of vertex set V (D), and V1, V2, . . . , Vp are
called the imprimitive sets of D.
Theorem 5.1 [31]. Let D be a digraph of order n and let F1, . . . , Fr be those strong
components of D such that Fˆ1, . . . , Fˆr are all the vertices with indegree zero in Dˆ.
Let pi be the period of the strongly connected nontrivial subdigraph Fi, 1  i  r.
Then
expD(k) < ∞ if and only if D satisfies the following three conditions:
(1) D has a unique strong component (say, F1) such that Fˆ1 has indegree zero in Dˆ.
(2) The subdigraph F1 is a primitive digraph.
(3) |V (F1)|  k.
f (D, k) < ∞ if and only if the strong components F1, F2, . . . , Fr are nontrivial
and k 
∑r
i=1 pi .
F(D, k) < ∞ if and only if F1, . . . , Fr are all nontrivial and k > min{|Vij | : 1 
i  r, 1  j  pi} where V (Fi) = Vi1 ∪ · · · ∪ Vipi be the imprimitive partition of
Fi (if Fi is nontrivial).
For an undirected graph G (corresponding to symmetric digraph), Shao and
Hwang [32] proved that
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(1) expG(k) < ∞ if and only if G is primitive.
(2) Let G1, . . . ,Gr be the connected components of G which are primitive, B1, . . . ,
Bs be the connected components which are not primitive (namely bipartite),
where V (Bi) = Xi ∪ Yi is the bipartition of V (Bi), 1  i  s, r, s  0 and
r + s  1. Let k be an integer with 1  k  n − 1. Then
(2.1) F(D, k) < ∞ if and only if k  r + 2s.
(2.2) F(D, k) < ∞ if and only if n − k < min{|V (G1)|, . . . , |V (Gr)|, |X1|,
. . . , |Xs |, |Y1|, . . . , |Ys |}.
Definition 5.3 (k-generalized primitive, k-lower primitive and k-upper primitive). A
digraph D is called k-generalized primitive (or simply k-primitive) if expD(k) < ∞.
D is called k-lower primitive if f (D, k) < ∞, and D is called k-upper primitive if
F(D, k) < ∞.
Shao and Wu [31] obtained the largest values of expD(k) of k-primitive digraphs
of order n and characterized the extreme digraphs. Zhou [34] determined the largest
values of expD(k) of k-primitive but not primitive digraphs of order n and char-
acterized the extreme digraphs. Zhou [35] obtained the largest values of F(D, k) of
k-upper primitive digraphs of order n, characterized the extreme digraphs and proved
that if 1  k  n − 3, there is no primitive digraph of order n with (n − 1)(n − k) −
(n − k − 2) < F(D, k) < (n − 1)(n − k). But if k = n − 2, n − 1, there is no gap
in the set of F(D, k). Zhou [36] obtained the largest values of F(D, k) of k-upper
primitive ministrong digraphs and characterized the extreme digraphs.
Shao and Hwang [32] proved that the exponent set for f (G, k) of k-lower primi-
tive undirected graphs of order n is
{1, 2, . . . , n − k}, 2  k  n − 1,{
1, 2, . . . ,
⌈
(n − k)/⌊ k+22 ⌋⌉}, 2  k  n − 1, G is connected.
The exponent set for F(G, k) of k-upper primitive undirected graphs of order n is
{1, 2, . . . , 2(n − k)}, n/2 + 1  k  n − 1.
6. Further generalization
Let D be a digraph with period p = p(D) where D = D(A) for some A =
(aij ) ∈ Bn. Define kD(i, j) := min{k : for any integer m  k, there exists a walk
of length m from i to j in D if and only if there exists a walk of length m + p from
i to j in D}.
Clearly, if A is primitive, then kD(i, j) is the local exponent in [1].
kD(i, j) is called the local index of convergence (or simply local index) from i
to j . Let a(m)ij denote the (i, j )-entry of Am. Clearly kD(i, j) is the integer k such
that the sequence {a(m)ij : m = 0, 1, 2, . . .} has period p from a beginning term a(k)ij ,
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i.e., kD(i, j) is the least nonnegative integer k such that a(k)ij = a(t+p)ij for all t  k.
Clearly k(D) = max{kD(i, j) : 1  i, j  n}.
The least positive period of the sequence {a(m)ij : m = 0, 1, 2, . . . , } is called the
local period from i to j of digraph D, denoted by pij . Clearly pij |p(A).
For i = 1, 2, . . . , n, define
kD(i) := max{kD(i, j) : j ∈ V (D)};
pD(i) := min{p : there exists a walk of length m for every integer m  kD(i, j)
from i to j in D if and only if there exists a walk of length m + p from i to j , in D}.
Define k(n, i), kR(n, i), kI (n, i), kS(n, i), kSN(n, i), kd(n, i) to be the maximum
of KD(i), where the maximum is taken over all Boolean matrices, all reducible Bool-
ean matrices, all irreducible matrices, all symmetric Boolean matrices, all symmetric
nonprimitive Boolean matrices, all Boolean matrices with exactly d nonzero diago-
nal entries of order n, respectively. Let i be an integer with 1  i  n. The following
results are obtained.
k(n, i) = kI (n, i) = n2 − 3n + 2 + i, [37]
kR(n, i) = (n − 3)(n − 2) + i, n  2, [37]
kS(n, i) = n − 2 + i, [37]
kSN(n, i) =
⌊
n + i − 3
2
⌋
, [39]
kd(n, i) =


n − 1, 1  i  d
n − d − 1 + i, d + 1  i  n,
Ln  d  n,
(n − d − 1)(n − d − 2) − d + i, d + 1  i  n,
1  d  Ln,
[38]
where Ln = (2n − 3 −
√
4n − 3)/2.
Zhou [43] has shown that the extreme matrices for k(n, i), kI (n, i) are unique
up to permutation similarity, i.e., the matrix Wn, and that the extreme matrices for
kR(n, i) are not unique.
For a 1 × (n − 1) vector α, define
M(α) =
(
Wn−1 0
α 0
)
.
Let ej denote the 1 × (n − 1) vector whose j th entry is 1 and other entries are 0’s.
Let A ∈ Bn with n  4. Suppose A is reducible. Zhou [43] proved the following:
1. If 3  i  n, then k(A, i) = kR(n, i) if and only if A is permutation similar to
M(α) for some α ∈ {e1, e2, . . . , en−i+1} or AT is permutation similar to M(e1);
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2. If i = 1, then k(A, i) = kR(n, i) for n  5 if and only if A is permutation simi-
lar to M(α) for some α ∈ {e1, e2, . . . , en−1, e1 + en−1, e1 + e2}, while k(A, i) =
kR(n, i) for n = 4 if and only if A is permutation similar to M(α) for some α ∈
{e1, e2, e3, e1 + e3, e1 + e2} or the matrix obtained by replacing the (4, 4)-entry
of M(e1) or M(e2) by 1;
3. If i = 2, then k(A, i) = kR(n, i) if and only if A is permutation similar to M(α)
for some α ∈ {e1, e2, . . . , en−1, e1 + en−1} or AT is permutation similar to M(e1).
Recently, Zhou [40] characterized partly the extreme case of k(A, i) for Boolean
matrices with given non-zero diagonal entries, while Zhou [41,42] have investigated
k(A, i) for nearly reducible matrices and nonprimitive symmetric matrices.
Let kG(X) be the minimum integer such that for all m  kG(X), Rm(X) =
Rm+t (X) for some positive integer t = t (X), where Rm(X) denotes those vertices
reachable by walks of length m from some vertex in X. Then kG(X) is a generaliza-
tion of expG(X).
If u is a vertex of G, then the index of u is kG(u) = kG({u}).
Let G be a digraph of order n and let i be an integer with 1  i  n. The ith
upper index F(G, i) and the ith lower index f (G, i) are defined to be
h(G, i) = min{kG(X) : X ⊆ V (G) and |X| = i}
and
H(G, i) = max{kG(X) : X ⊆ V (G) and |X| = i}
respectively. Clearly the ith upper (lower) index is a generalization of the ith upper
(lower) multiexponent.
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